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ABSTRACT
Maps of estimated dust column density in molecular clouds are usually assumed to reliably trace
the total gas column density structure. In this work we present results showing a clear discrepancy
between the dust and the gas distribution in the Taurus molecular cloud complex. We compute the
power spectrum of a 2MASS extinction map of the Taurus region and find it is much shallower than
the power spectrum of a 13CO map of the same region previously analyzed. This discrepancy may be
explained as the effect of grain growth on the grain extinction efficiency. However, this would require a
wide range of maximum grain sizes, which is ruled out based on constraints from the extinction curve
and the available grain models. We show that major effects due to CO formation and depletion are
also ruled out. Our result may therefore suggest the existence of intrinsic spatial fluctuations of the
dust to gas ratio, with amplitude increasing toward smaller scales. Preliminary results of numerical
simulations of trajectories of inertial particles in turbulent flows illustrate how the process of clustering
of dust grains by the cloud turbulence may lead to observable effects. However, these results cannot
be directly applied to large scale supersonic and magnetized turbulence at present.
Subject headings: ISM:
1. INTRODUCTION
The spatial structure of interstellar clouds is the result
of dynamical processes responsible for the formation and
evolution of the clouds and controlling the formation of
stars. Numerical simulations of star formation, coupling
turbulent fragmentation, self-gravity and magnetic fields,
should be able to reproduce the observed cloud structure.
Maps of column densities are the most straightforward
tool for the comparison of numerical and observational
data, but the limitations of any column density tracer
in star-forming clouds must be well understood before
attempting such a comparison.
Integrated intensity maps of the 13CO J=1-0 emis-
sion line can be used to estimate column densities in
the range of visual extinction 2 < AV < 10 mag, if
spatial variations of temperature and line saturation are
accounted for with the help of radiative transfer model-
ing. Variations of the abundance of the CO molecule at
AV < 2 mag and AV > 10 mag may be expected because
of the chemistry of CO formation and depletion respec-
tively. Similar considerations apply to other molecular
tracers, for different values of visual extinction.
FIR maps of dust emission have also been used to es-
timate column density, but the method requires a care-
ful correction for temperature variations, which can be
achieved only if various FIR bands are available and as-
suming some knowledge of the structure along the line
of sight. At sub-mm wavelengths the temperature de-
pendence is less critical, but, as for the FIR, the ther-
mal emission is sensitive to the optical properties of dust
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grains, which are expected to vary with density, due to
grain growth and ice deposition. Moreover, ground based
sub-mm observations do not provide accurate maps of
very extended emission, because sky fluctuations are
hard to distinguish from smooth surface brightness vari-
ations.
Considering the difficulties of the various methods of
measuring column densities in interstellar clouds, the
NIR reddening of background stars is usually assumed
to be the most reliable probe of column density. This
method is not affected by any gradients in dust temper-
ature and provides a direct measurement of the dust col-
umn density from observations of the NIR color excess.
The NIR color excess is converted to a dust column den-
sity via the NIR extinction law; the dust column density
is then converted to a gas column density by assuming a
constant gas to dust ratio.
In this work we test the hypothesis that the dust dis-
tribution faithfully traces the total gas column density,
by comparing the power spectra of maps of the Taurus
region obtained with the J=1-0 line of 13CO and with
2MASS extinction measurements. The 13CO study was
reported in Padoan et al. (2004). Here we present the
new 2MASS results and discuss their comparison with
the CO observations. We find that the dust power spec-
trum is significantly shallower than the gas power spec-
trum, even after accounting for radiative transfer, tem-
perature distribution, CO formation, and CO depletion
effects on the 13CO data and after a detailed simulation
of the extinction method, based on three dimensional
density fields from the highest resolution simulations of
supersonic turbulence to date.
Possible variations of dust extinction efficiency due to
grain growth with increasing density may contribute to
this result. However, we find that the necessary variation
in the extinction efficiency would require the maximum
grain size to span the approximate range 0.1-0.6 µm,
from low to high extinction regions on the Taurus map.
The available grain models and the observational con-
2Fig. 1.— Extinction maps of the Taurus region with 3, 10 and
30 stars per cell (top to bottom). The grey table is for the square
root of the extinction, from AV = 0 mag (black) to AV = 25.7 mag
(white). The peak extinction in each map is 25.7, 19.5 and 11.9 mag
(top to bottom) and all negative values have been put equal to zero.
straints from the extinction curve imply a smaller range
of maximum grain sizes, insufficient to explain the power
spectrum discrepancy. The difference in the power spec-
tra may therefore be due to a real difference in the struc-
ture of dust and gas column densities, with fluctuations
of the dust to gas ratio increasing toward smaller scales.
Preliminary results of the numerical simulation of inertial
particle trajectories in turbulent flows support the idea
that the cloud turbulence may cause a spatial clustering
of the dust grains, resulting in the observed effect on the
power spectra. However, the simulations are presently
limited to transonic and non-magnetized turbulence, and
so they are at best relevant only to scales < 0.1 pc. Sim-
ulations of the same process with supersonic and magne-
tized flows are required for a direct interpretation of the
observations.
2. EXTINCTION MAPS AND POWER SPECTRA
The method of computing extinction maps of inter-
stellar clouds was first discussed by Lada et al. (1994)
and later improved by Lombardi & Alves (2001). The
method is based on subdividing the observed region with
a regular grid, and assigning to each grid cell a value of
extinction equal to the average extinction of the stars
within that cell. The number of stars per cell decreases
with increasing average extinction in the cell, because
only the brightest background stars can be seen through
a large column of dust.
In this work we adopt the method of Cambre´sy et al.
(2002). This method takes advantage of adaptive cells
with a fixed number of stars instead of cells of fixed size.
In this way it is possible to keep the spatial resolution as
high as allowed by the local stellar density. The spatial
resolution is higher in regions of low extinction than in
regions of large extinction, where fewer background stars
are detected and larger cells must be used. The average
spatial resolution over the whole map can be changed by
changing the number of stars per cell.
The color excess is computed using the relation
EH−Ks = (H −Ks)obs− (H −Ks)int, where (H −Ks)obs
is the observed median color in a cell and (H −Ks)int is
the intrinsic median color, estimated from the colors of
unreddened stars. In the method of Lada et al. (1994)
the mean color is used instead of the median color. We
use the median color because it minimizes the effect of
foreground stars (or any object with very peculiar col-
ors), as shown by Cambre´sy et al. (2002). Visual extinc-
tion values are obtained from the color excess using the
Rieke and Lebofsky (1985) extinction law, which results
in the relation AV = 15.87× EH−Ks .
We have computed extinction maps of the Taurus re-
gion with 1, 3, 10, 30 and 100 stars per cell. The maps
with 3, 10 and 30 stars per cell (top to bottom pan-
els) are shown in Figure 1. After removing 129 young
stellar objects known from the literature and detected
in 2MASS, the intrinsic color is computed as the me-
dian color of stars in regions where no 12CO (Dame et
al. 2001) is detected, within a field larger than the ac-
tual extinction map. The intrinsic color is found to be
(H −Ks)int = 0.13 mag. The standard deviation of the
color of these unreddened stars provides an estimate of
the uncertainty in the extinction maps. The extinction
map of the Taurus region with 10 stars per cell has ex-
tinction values ranging from AV = 0.46 mag (1–σ detec-
3Fig. 2.— Power spectra of the extinction maps from Figure 1.
The maps have been re-sampled to the resolution of the map with
3 stars per cell. At the original average resolution of each map, the
Nyquist frequency is k =100, 55 and 32.
tion) to AV = 19.5 mag and a mean angular resolution
of 3.9 ± 0.9 arc-minutes (the largest value is 10.9 arc-
minutes). Based on a standard gas to dust ratio (Bohlin
et al. 1978), and a normal extinction law (RV = 3.1),
the relation of total gas column density and extinction
is N(H +H2)/AV = 2× 10
21 cm−2mag−1. The range of
extinction in the Taurus map with 10 stars per cell corre-
sponds to a range in column density from N(H +H2) =
9.2× 1020 cm−2 to N(H +H2) = 3.9× 10
22 cm−2.
The power spectra of the spatial distribution of visual
extinction have been computed based on the 2MASS ex-
tinction maps. If the visual extinction is proportional to
the total column density, these are also the power spec-
tra of projected density. The power spectra are shown in
Figure 2, for the maps with 3, 10 and 30 stars per cell.
The noise power spectrum has been removed, assuming
uniform noise over the map. The statistical noise re-
sulting from the adaptive cell method is indeed uniform,
because the number of stars per cell is constant. With
a uniform grid, instead, the noise would increase with
increasing extinction, as the number of stars per cell de-
creases, so the removal of the noise spectrum would be
less trivial. Figure 2 shows that i) the power spectrum
is a power law, within a range of scales, ii) the slope of
the power law slightly increases with decreasing spatial
resolution (increasing number of stars per cell) and iii)
at a comparable spatial resolution, the slope is signifi-
cantly lower than the value of approximately -1.8 found
by Padoan et al. (2004), based on J=1-0 13CO observa-
tions and detailed radiative transfer modeling.
The power spectrum derived from the 13CO maps in
Padoan et al. (2004) was corrected for the effects of
line saturation and spatial variations of kinetic temper-
ature, based on three dimensional radiative transfer cal-
culations of model clouds with realistic density distri-
butions (obtained from simulations of supersonic turbu-
lence). Only a small fraction of the mapped area corre-
sponds to AV > 10 mag, at the resolution of the
13CO
map, so molecular depletion is not expected to affect sig-
nificantly the power spectrum, as shown in Section 4.3.
Furthermore, Padoan et al. (2004) studied two more re-
gions, Perseus and Rosette, and found almost the same
slope of approximately -1.8, which is also the power law
predicted by simulations of supersonic turbulence with
the same rms Mach number as found in those cloud
complexes. Therefore the 2MASS extinction maps may
underestimate the slope of the projected density power
spectrum. This difference is presumably due to the pres-
ence of small scale intensity fluctuations of larger ampli-
tude in the extinction map than in the 13CO map.
3. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS AND SYNTHETIC
EXTINCTION MAPS
To verify that the extinction map method can repro-
duce the correct power spectrum slope, we have gener-
ated and analyzed synthetic data. We first generate a
realistic three dimensional cloud model and a realistic
sample of background stars with visual extinction deter-
mined by the column density of the cloud model at the
positions of the stars. Synthetic extinction maps are then
computed in the same way as with the 2MASS stars.
The model density field is based on a simulation of su-
personic turbulence, with the ENZO code, using a direct
Eulerian formulation of the Piecewise Parabolic Method
(Colella & Woodward 1984) to solve the equations of
gas dynamics. In order to mimic the conditions found
in molecular clouds, a quasi-isothermal equation of state
was used, with the ratio of specific heats = 1.001. To
maintain the turbulent kinetic energy in the computa-
tional box at a given level, we use a large-scale solenoidal
force per unit mass with a fixed spatial pattern and a
constant power in the range of wavenumbers 1 < k < 2.
Because real molecular clouds are known to be frag-
mented on very small scales and each extinction mea-
surement samples an extremely small cloud area (the ap-
parent projected area of the star), it is important to use
a model density field with a very large range of scales.
For this reason, we have used our recent turbulent sim-
ulation run on a uniform mesh of 1, 0243 computational
zones (Kritsuk et al. 2006, in preparation), which is the
largest numerical experiment of highly supersonic turbu-
lence carried out to date. The rms Mach number of the
flow in this experiment was approximately 6. The density
field was rescaled to correspond to an rms Mach number
of 10 (comparable to the estimated Mach number in the
Taurus region) according to the prescription in Padoan
et al. (1998), which maintains the Lognormal form of
the density histogram. A supersonic simulation with an
rms Mach number of 10 and including the magnetic field
would be more appropriate for this study. However, for
the purpose of generating synthetic extinction measure-
ments it is more important to include a very large range
of turbulent scales than the precise physical parameters
of the turbulent flow, and so we have chosen to use our
largest available run, despite the lack of the magnetic
field and the Mach number value less than 10.
Three stellar catalogs were then generated with 104,
105 and 106 stars. A K luminosity function slope of
0.33 (lgN = 0.33K + const) was imposed, while the
H band magnitudes were randomly generated assuming
〈(H −K)〉 = 0.15 mag and σ(H −K) = 0.12 mag. The
4Fig. 3.— Projected density from the 1, 0243 simulation of super-
sonic turbulence used to simulate the extinction measurements.
stars were uniformly distributed in space with reddening
proportional to the column density of the model cloud
at the position of each star. To simulate the variation
of stellar density with extinction, a magnitude limit was
applied, which mimics the magnitude limit of the 2MASS
survey. Extinction maps were finally computed on these
synthetic datasets with the same method used to com-
pute the extinction maps from the 2MASS data. The
projected density of the cloud model is shown in Fig-
ure 3. Figure 4 shows the synthetic extinction maps from
the catalogs with 105 stars (comparable to the number
of stars used for the Taurus region here analyzed). The
maps are based on 3, 10 and 30 stars per cell, from top
to bottom.
The power spectra of these synthetic extinction maps
(assuming the dust accurately traces the gas) and of the
projection of the original density field, are shown in Fig-
ure 5. As in the extinction maps of the Taurus region,
the power law slope of the power spectrum increases with
decreasing spatial resolution (this trend is stronger for
maps based on a lower number of stars). The slope re-
mains close to the correct value for the original cloud
model, particularly for the map with 10 stars per cell.
The variation of the slope with resolution is due to a
gradual smoothing of density structures. The column
density is very filamentary, both in the observations and
in the simulations. When the density contrast of long co-
herent filaments is decreased in amplitude by the spatial
smoothing, the power spectrum is slightly affected on all
scales. Figure 5 shows that the synthetic data closely re-
produces the correct power spectrum, particularly for the
map with 10 stars per cell. Because the synthetic map
is computed with approximately the same total number
of stars as in the Taurus map, we assume that the ob-
servational map with 10 stars per cell should also closely
match the correct power spectrum. Furthermore, the
Fig. 4.— Synthetic extinction maps of the projected density
field shown in Figure 3 obtained with a simulated population of
105 background stars (approximately the same number of stars
used for the Taurus map). The maps are computed with 3, 10 and
30 stars per cell, from top to bottom.
5Fig. 5.— Power spectra of the projected gas density field from
Figure 3 (dotted line) and of the three synthetic extinction maps
shown in Figure 4.
angular resolution of the 13CO map of Taurus is interme-
diate between that of the extinction maps with 10 and
3 stars per cell, so it is the power spectra from these ex-
tinction maps that should be compared with the power
spectrum of the CO map. The power spectrum slope
for the dust is therefore approximately -1.2, much lower
than the value of approximately -1.8 inferred from the
CO emission.
4. DISCUSSION
Radiative transfer effects and spatial variations of the
gas temperature due to the complex cloud structure were
accounted for by Padoan et al. (2004) in deriving the
power spectrum slope of the 13CO map of the Taurus,
Rosette and Perseus molecular cloud complexes. Deple-
tion was estimated to be of secondary importance at
the range of AV of the Taurus map. In their study
of the Chamaeleon complex, Hayakawa et al. (2001)
found evidence of variations of 13CO versus AV from
cloud to cloud, which they attributed to chemical frac-
tionation increasing the 13CO abundance in regions with
2 < AV < 4 mag. Although their result was not con-
firmed by Kainulainen et al. (2006), CO abundance vari-
ations may exist and may complicate the statistical anal-
ysis of CO maps. As Padoan et al. (2004) assumed a
constant 13CO abundance in their models, it is possible
that the 13CO power spectra they derive are affected by
variations in the 13CO abundance. However, the three-
dimensional spatial distribution of the 13CO abundance
in a young turbulent cloud complex such as Taurus can-
not be estimated with any degree of confidence, unless
the chemical model is coupled with the fluid equations
and computed within a large simulation of supersonic
turbulence. In the absence of such a computation, we
prefer to assume a constant 13CO abundance in the ap-
proximate range 2 < AV < 10 mag of the
13CO map of
the Taurus region.
In the following we discuss two possible sources of the
difference between the extinction and the 13CO maps.
First we consider the variation of the extinction efficiency
due to grain growth toward regions of larger density. If
grain growth occurs and is not accounted for, variations
in the near-infrared extinction curve could cause an over-
estimate of the dust column density in regions of large
extinctions. Second, we study the effect of variations
of CO abundance, due to the formation and depletion of
CO molecules, on the gas power spectrum. We finnd that
variations in extinction efficiency or CO abundance are
unlikely to cause very significant variations of the power
spectra.
We then briefly discuss preliminary results of numerical
simulations of the clustering of heavy particles in turbu-
lent flows, which suggest the observed power spectrum
discrepancies may originate from intrinsic differences be-
tween the spatial distributions of dust and gas, particu-
larly on small scales. Finally, we address the role of the
magnetic field strength.
4.1. Grain Growth and NIR Extinction Efficiency
As explained above, in the extinction map method the
NIR color excess, E(H −K), is transformed into visual
extinction, AV , based on the Rieke and Lebofsky (1985)
extinction law, giving the relation AV = 15.87×EH−Ks.
It is believed that the assumption of a standard extinc-
tion law does not introduce significant errors in the col-
umn density determination, because the NIR reddening
law has been found to have little variations in different
lines of sight through the Galaxy, according to results
reviewed in Mathis (1990). However, the old studies in-
ferring a universal NIR extinction laws were all based on
rather low-extinction data, for example AV < 2 mag in
Savage and Mathis (1979) and AV < 5 mag in Cardelli,
Clayton and Mathis (1989). A more recent study of the
NIR extinction curve at higher values of extinction by
Moore et al. (2005) has found some evidence that the
extinction curve tends to flatten with increasing extinc-
tion, as predicted in the case of grain growth.
These new results at higher extinction are not surpris-
ing, as it is well established that grain reprocessing occurs
at relatively large density in interstellar clouds. Varia-
tions in the extinction parameter, RV = AV/E(B − V ),
from the interstellar average of 3.1 to 4 or 5 in dark
clouds and star-forming regions, are due to the flatten-
ing of the extinction curve at optical wavelengths. The
flattening is interpreted as modifications of the popula-
tion of small grains, due to ice mantle deposition and
grain coagulation (e.g. Cardelli and Clayton 1991; Kim,
Martin and Hendry 1993). Evidence of a decreased pop-
ulation of small grains due to grain coagulation, and for-
mation of large fluffy aggregates has also been found at
FIR wavelengths in dense filaments in Taurus (Stepnik et
al. 2003), in the Polaris cirrus cloud (Bernard et al. 1999;
Cambre´sy et al. 2001) and in a condensation of the Orion
complex (Ristorcelli et al. 1998), thanks to a combina-
tion of IRAS and PRONAOS data. Grain growth with
increasing density in dark clouds has also been probed
by the increase in the wavelength of maximum polariza-
tion by absorption, interpreted as the result of ice mantle
deposition in Taurus (Whittet et al. 2001) and grain co-
agulation in ρ Ophiuchi (Vrba, Coyne and Tapia 1993).
Finally, IR scattering also provides additional evidence
of grain processing (e.g. Castelaz et al. 1985; Yamashita
et al. 1989).
6Fig. 6.— NIR color excess E(H − K) and spectral in-
dex α as a function of the maximum grain size, amax, for a
MRN type grain size distribution, n(a) ∝ a−3.5 and a mix-
ture of silicate and graphite grains with ratio of grain num-
bers Si:Gr equal to 1.8. The minimum grain size is con-
stant, amin=0.5 nm. The total grain number is varied with
amax to maintain the total grain volume constant. The plot-
ted values of E(H − K) correspond therefore to a fixed value
of dust column density and are scaled so that E(H − K) = 1
for amax = 0.3µm. The spectral index is calculated between
the H and K bands, α = −log(τK/τH )/log(2.22µm/1.65µm),
using monochromatic values. The results are based on opti-
cal dust properties calculated by B. Draine and available at
http://www.astro.princeton.edu/∼draine/.
The standard NIR extinction law corresponds to a
power law τ ∝ λ−α, with α ≈ 1.7 − 1.8 (Cardelli et
al. 1989; Martin and Whittet 1990). Moore et al. (2005)
found a range of values of α, between 1.11 and 1.93, to-
ward 9 ultracompact HII regions, with a clear trend of α
to decrease with increasing extinction. This result indi-
cates that grain processing operates at large extinction
and the NIR extinction curves is therefore not universal
as usually assumed based on low extinction data. It is
therefore possible that the extinction efficiency of dust
grains varies in regions of large extinction, affecting the
conversion of NIR reddening into column density. In-
deed, the extinction efficiency is expected to increase,
causing an overestimate of the column density derived
from NIR reddening, if this effect is not accounted for.
In interstellar clouds, the typical size of dust grains af-
fecting the NIR extinction is approximately 0.2 µm. A
modest grain growth by a factor of two would bring the
typical size to 0.4 µm. This is precisely the range of sizes
where the Rayleigh regime starts to be violated at the
NIR bands, causing a significant increase of the scatter-
ing and extinction efficiency (Kruegel and Siebenmorgen
1994). Figure 2 of Kruegel and Siebenmorgen (1994)
shows that graphite grains can increase their extinction
cross section at a wavelength of 2.2 µm by almost an
order of magnitude, as the grain size increases from 0.2
to 0.4 µm. The variation in the extinction cross section
of carbonaceous grains is instead much more modest. In
the models of Kruegel and Siebenmorgen (1994) the max-
imum extinction is obtained with a grain radius of 1 µm,
for silicate grains, and a radius of 0.3 µm for carbona-
ceous grains.
A comprehensive study of the modifications of grain
chemical composition, density, shape and size with gas
density in interstellar clouds and the resulting variations
of the grains extinction efficiency is required to accu-
rately convert the observed NIR reddening into column
density. Realistic grain models should be non-spherical
(to explain the observed polarization) and should con-
tain a mixture of graphite, silicates, ices and empty space
within each grain (Mathis and Whiffen 1989; Voshchin-
nikov and Mathis 1999). Such a study is beyond the
scope of the present work. Here we only provide an ex-
ample based on standard grain models. It is well known
that the slope of the grain size distribution is constrained
primarily by the value of RV, while the maximum grain
radius, amax, is constrained by the UV extinction curve
(Mathis 1990). Therefore, in Figure 6, we show, as an ex-
ample, the variation of the NIR color excess, E(H −K),
as a function of amax (for a fixed column density of
dust), based on the standard MRN grain size distribu-
tion, n(a) ∝ a−3.5 (Mathis, Rumpl and Nordsieck 1977).
In Figure 6, the minimum grain size is con-
stant, amin=0.5 nm, and we have adopted the
optical dust properties calculated by Draine
(http://www.astro.princeton.edu/∼draine/). We
plot the result for silicate and graphite grains alone
and for a mixture of the two with the ratio of grain
number Si:Gr=1.8. The corresponding values of the
spectral index α, calculated between the H and K
bands, α = −log(τK/τH)/log(2.22µm/1.65µm), using
monochromatic values, are also plotted in the same
figure. These values of α are consistent with those found
by Moore et al. (2005), if the value of amax for the
mixture of graphite and silicate grains in the observed
regions varies within the approximate range 0.3-1 µm as
the density increases.5
Figure 6 shows that E(H −K) can grow at most by a
factor of 4, for the mixture of silicate and graphite grains.
This maximum variation of a factor of 4 is obtained if
amax grows from 0.1 µm in low density regions to 0.6 µm
in high density regions. We have estimated that such a
variation could explain the shallow power spectrum of
the extinction maps, as due to an increasingly overes-
timated cloud column density toward increasing density
(hence AV values). However, the required range of values
for amax is probably unrealistic, given the observational
constraints from the extinction curve. The interstellar
extinction curve of regions of low extinctions is well re-
produced by anMRN grain size distribution of spheroidal
grains with amax = 0.25 µm (Gupta et al. 2005). If this
is the value of amax in regions of relatively low density,
Figure 6 shows that E(H − K) can only increase with
density by less than a factor of two, as the maximum
grain size grows from amax = 0.25 µm to amax = 0.6 µm.
In other words, neglecting the process of grain growth
can only cause errors of less than a factor of two in the
dust column density based on E(H −K), which is insuf-
ficient to explain the difference between the gas and the
dust power spectra.
4.2. CO Formation and Depletion
5 Notice that Moore et al.’s study is for regions with AV >
15 mag, so realistic variations of α in our range of values of AV
may be smaller. On the other hand, Moore et al.’s sightlines are
several kpc. Although the total Av is high, a large fraction of the
material may be unshielded and at low density.
7Fig. 7.— Power spectra of the extinction maps from Figure 1,
modified by putting all values of AV ≤ 3 mag equal to zero (to
test the effect of a 13CO formation threshold) and all values of
AV ≥ 10 mag equal to 10 mag (to test the effect of depletion).
The maps are re-sampled to the resolution of the map with 3 stars
per cell as in Figure 2
Padoan et al. (2004) argued that CO depletion could
not affect significantly their estimate of the power spec-
trum of the 13CO map of the Taurus region, because only
a small fraction of the mapped area would correspond to
AV > 10 mag, at the resolution of the Nagoya Univer-
sity survey. However, they could not quantify that state-
ment, because there is no way to know a priori if larger
column density values are not observed because they are
absent or because of depletion. Similarly, Padoan et al.
(2004) argued that CO formation could not affect much
the power spectrum, because that would be relevant only
for AV < 1 mag. In reality, one dimensional PDR mod-
els show that the 13CO line intensity becomes linear with
column density only around AV > 3 mag (van Dishoeck
& Black 1988; Hollenbach & Tielens 1997). From the
13CO map alone, there is no way to estimate this CO for-
mation effect on the power spectrum, because we don’t
know if the absence of emission corresponds to very low
total column density or to a low CO abundance.
However, the dust extinction map allows us to directly
test the effect of CO formation and depletion. If we as-
sume the dust faithfully traces the total column den-
sity, then the extinction map reveals the regions with
AV > 10 mag, where depletion is expected to be im-
portant, and the regions with AV < 3 mag, where CO
formation should be accounted for. A simple test of de-
pletion is to recompute the power spectrum of the ex-
tinction map after imposing that AV = 10 mag in all
regions where we actually find AV ≥ 10 mag. This mim-
ics the fact that a 13CO map of the same region suffering
from strong depletion would saturate at approximately
that value of AV. One would expect this effect to indeed
yield a steeper power spectrum, by smoothing out sharp
small scale structures. A simple test for CO formation is
to recompute the power spectrum of the extinction map
after imposing that AV = 0 mag in all regions where we
actually find AV < 3 mag. This may be an exaggerated
way to mimic the effect of CO formation. Nevertheless,
we expect this effect to go in the direction of making
the power spectrum shallower, by reducing the power in
smooth large scale structures. If this is the case, account-
ing for CO formation can only increase the discrepancy
between dust and gas power spectra, and a detailed mod-
eling of that effect could not change the conclusion of this
paper, and is therefore not necessary for our present pur-
poses.
The result of the “depletion test” is that the slopes
of the power spectra corresponding to those in Figure 2
change by an insignificant amount, from -1.20, -1.26, and
-1.41 to -1.25, -1.31, and -1.41 (the change is very small
even if the threshold is taken to be 7 mag instead of
10 mag). This confirms that, at a resolution of a few
arc-minutes in the Taurus region, CO depletion can only
have minor effects on the power spectrum of a 13CO map,
as regions with AV ≥ 10 mag are rare, small and barely
resolved. Furthermore, it is well understood that ex-
tinction maps tend to systematically underestimate the
extinction in the regions of largest column density, as
such regions can be detected only if a particularly bright
stars is present in the background. We don’t even try to
correct for this bias, as it can only increase the already
large discrepancy between the gas and the dust.
The “CO formation test” goes in the predicted direc-
tion as well; it makes the power spectrum shallower,
which would further increase the discrepancy with the
gas power spectrum. The slopes change from -1.20, -
1.26, and -1.41 to -1.20, -1.15, and -1.18. In other words,
if regions with AV < 3 mag had to contain a
13CO abun-
dance much below the dark cloud value, the CO power
spectrum, based on the extinction map, would be ex-
pected to yield a slope of approximately -1.20, instead
of the estimated value of approximately -1.8. CO forma-
tion, therefore, is not a candidate to explain the observed
discrepancy either.
The combined result of the two tests is illustrated in
Figure 7. The power spectrum slope one would predict
for the CO map, based on the dust extinction map (as-
sumed to faithfully trace the total column density), are
-1.23, -1.18, and -1.18, completely inconsistent with the
13CO observations.
4.3. Clustering of Dust Grains by the Cloud Turbulence
If the power spectrum of the dust column density is
indeed shallower than the power spectrum of the gas col-
umn density, fluctuations in the dust to gas ratio must be
present, with amplitude increasing toward smaller scales.
Such fluctuations are indeed the main effect of the clus-
tering of dust grains due to the cloud turbulence. A de-
tailed discussion of this process in the context of molecu-
lar clouds is given in Padoan et al. (2006, in preparation).
In summary, turbulent flows advect heavy particles by
gas drag and concentrate them in regions of low flow
vorticity, because the particles are centrifugally expelled
from vorticity tubes (Maxey 1987). The amplitude of the
clustering grows toward smaller scale, all the way down
to the scale of Brownian diffusion. As a result, fluctua-
tions of the dust to gas ratio are created, and can reach
a few orders of magnitude at the Brownian scale, of or-
der 1011 cm. The amplitude of the clustering depends
8Fig. 8.— Power spectrum of projected gas density (bottom solid
line) and projected particle (dust) density (top solid line) from a
simulation of 5123 inertial particles embedded in a transonic (rms
Mach number unity) hydrodynamic turbulent flow simulated on a
mesh of 5123 computational zones. The particle power spectrum is
for particles with friction time approximately twice the turbulence
dynamical time at the Kolmogorov dissipation scale. Three power
laws (dotted lines) are also plotted for comparison. The k−1.8
power law corresponds roughly to the gas projected density power
spectrum in supersonic and super-Alfve´nic simulations with rms
Mach number 10. The particle power spectrum is much shallower
than the gas power spectrum on all scales up to the outer scale of
the turbulence (the box size or k = 1), as the result of the spatial
clustering of the particles.
also on the particle size, with the largest values for par-
ticles with friction timescale equal to the Kolmogorov
timescale (the dynamical time of the turbulence at the
Kolmogorov dissipation scale).
The relative motion of such particles is controlled pri-
marily by the gas turbulence at the Kolmogorov dissipa-
tion scale, of order 1014 cm. However, preliminary results
in Padoan et al. (2006, in preparation) show that the
particles cluster on all scales, with amplitude decreasing
with increasing scale. As a result, the projected density
of particles exhibit a shallower power spectrum than the
projected density of the turbulent gas. The power spec-
tra of both gas and particle projected density are shown
in Figure. 8 (lower and upper solid lines respectively).
A difference between particle and gas power spectra on
all scales is obtained for particles with friction time of
the order of the Kolmogorov time (in Figure. 8 the par-
ticle power spectrum is shown for particles with friction
time equal to twice the Kolmogorov time). For typi-
cal physical parameters of molecular cloud, this corre-
sponds to dust grains of roughly the same size as the
grains that dominate the NIR extinction resulting in the
2MASS maps.
The simulations of Padoan et al. (2006, in prepara-
tion) compute the trajectories of 5123 inertial particles
embedded in a turbulence flow simulated on a mesh of
5123 computational cells. The turbulent flow is transonic
and is not magnetized. Although the slope of the power
spectrum shown in Figure 8 is roughly the same as the
slope of the 2MASS extinction map of the Taurus molec-
ular cloud, the simulations cannot be compared directly
with the observations, as they are meant to represent
a smaller scale (< 0.1 pc), where the turbulence is not
supersonic. The effect of magnetic fields can also be im-
portant in the particle transport, because the gyration
time of the grains is typically shorter than their gas fric-
tion time (Yan, Lazarian and Draine 2004). However,
our numerical result shows that grain clustering by the
cloud turbulence can potentially be a dominant mecha-
nism to generate small scale fluctuations of the dust to
gas ratio and hence a power spectrum of dust column
density shallower than the power spectrum of the gas
column density. A similar mechanism may still operate
in magnetized and highly supersonic turbulent flows.
4.4. Average Magnetic Field Strength
Padoan et al. (2004) concluded that the estimated
power spectrum slope in the Taurus region (in the
Rosette and Perseus molecular cloud complexes as well)
is consistent with supersonic and super-Alfve´nic turbu-
lence, while flow models with much stronger magnetic
fields are ruled out, as they predict a shallower power
spectrum than observed. We are here referring to the
value of the magnetic field strength volume averaged over
the entire Taurus molecular cloud complex. Individual
cores are likely to have an enhanced field strength much
larger than the averaged value, as a natural result of
shock compressions in super-Alfve´nic turbulence. This
idea was first proposed by Padoan and Nordlund (1999),
and is still considered controversial by some researchers,
due to the difficulty of directly mapping the magnetic
field strength in molecular clouds.
The shallower power spectrum of the dust extinction
map compared with the CO map may be taken as ev-
idence that the average magnetic field strength in the
Taurus region is stronger than inferred by Padoan et
al. (2004). However, this conclusion would be incor-
rect for the following reason. The combined analysis of
the present work and of Padoan et al. (2004) does not
leave much space to believe that the 13CO power spec-
trum we derive is greatly unreliable and does not trace
at all the total column density. Once major radiative
transfer, chemistry and depletion effects are ruled out on
the scales of interest, we are truly compelled to ques-
tion our understanding of interstellar dust grains, their
composition and optical properties, their formation and
evolution, and their dynamics in a turbulent magnetized
gas. In the light of these many uncertainties still char-
acterizing the physics of interstellar dust, it is legitimate
to ask “Can we trust the dust?” and to propose that
the agreement between the power spectrum predicted by
super-Alfve´nic turbulence and the observed one is not a
mere coincidence.
Finally, the main source of the three dimensional
temperature and radiative transfer effects discussed in
Padoan et al. (2004), and of the results of the synthetic
dust extinction modeling presented here, is the strong
inhomogeneity of the density field in supersonic turbu-
lence. The detailed statistics of such a density field and
their dependence on the magnetic field strength could
only cause small modifications to these analysis. In this
work we have used a purely hydrodynamical simulation
because it is the largest simulation of supersonic turbu-
lence to date, and the presence of a huge range of scales
of turbulent density fluctuations is far more important
for simulating the extinction measurements than the de-
tailed statistics of that density field.
95. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the power spectrum of NIR extinc-
tion maps of the Taurus region and found that it is sig-
nificantly shallower than the power spectrum obtained
by Padoan et al. (2004) from a 13CO map of the same
region. The extinction map has a power spectrum slope
of approximately -1.2, while the gas map has a slope of
approximately -1.8. The 13CO study in Padoan et al.
(2004) relied on detailed modeling of the observations
based on three dimensional simulations of supersonic tur-
bulence and radiative transfer calculations. Here we have
further ruled out other uncertainties, related to the pro-
cesses of CO formation and depletion, as a possible expla-
nation for the observed discrepancy. The present extinc-
tion study relies on three dimensional simulations of su-
personic turbulence as well, in order to reproduce the ob-
servations and compute synthetic extinction maps. The
synthetic extinction maps confirm that the power spec-
trum derived from the observations should correspond
to the power spectrum of the actual spatial distribution
of the dust, if the extinction is proportional to the dust
column density.
The discrepancy between the power spectrum slope of
the dust and that of the gas could be in part under-
stood if the dust column density were increasingly over-
estimated towards larger extinctions, due to the effect of
grain growth on the grain extinction efficiency. We can-
not entirely rule out this explanation, given the still lim-
ited knowledge of dust grain properties (different grain
models can satisfy the same observational constraints,
and most grain models are not realistic enough, as they
overestimate the abundance of carbon and silicon rel-
ative to ISM values in order to explain the extinction
curve –Gupta et al. 2005). However, based on available
models, the UV extinction curve is best fit by a value of
amax = 0.25 µm, in regions of relatively low extinction.
Starting from that size, grain growth can only affect the
NIR color excess by less than a factor of two, assuming
that grains really grow up to a value amax = 0.6 µm in
regions of high extinction. In order to explain the power
spectrum slope, the NIR excess should vary by at least
a factor of 4, which would be possible only with vari-
ations in amax from 0.1 to 0.6 µm. Unless evidence is
found in favor of values of amax < 0.25 µm in low extinc-
tion regions of Taurus, or unless the available grain mod-
els are found to be very unreliable (for example due to
the formation of composite fluffy aggregates), our results
suggest the existence of intrinsic spatial fluctuations of
the dust to gas ratio, with amplitude increasing toward
smaller scale.
The comparison between the dust and the gas maps of
the Taurus region presented in this work may be further
improved in the near future, based on new observational
data. Goldsmith et al. (2005) have recently carried out
a new survey of the Taurus region, combining 13CO and
12CO spectra from the FCRAO 14 m telescope. The
better resolution of this survey compared with the sur-
vey from the Nagoya University 4 m telescope (Mizuno
et al. 1995) used in Padoan et al. (2004), and the in-
creased range of column density from the combination
of 12CO and 13CO spectra, will yield a much improved
gas column density map of the Taurus region. One could
also measure the spectral type of background stars, at
least for positions of unusually large 2MASS extinction
relative to CO column density, to reduce the uncertainty
of the extinction measurements.
Because grain clustering is expected to be very strong
on small scales, high resolution studies of the dust spatial
distribution should be well suited to examine this pro-
cess. Padoan et al. (2006) and Juvela et al. (2006) have
extensively investigated a new method of mapping dark
clouds by observing their NIR scattered light. Previ-
ous observations have already successfully detected dark
clouds through the NIR scattering of the normal ISRF
(Lehtinen and Mattila 1996; Nakajima et al. 2003; Foster
and Goodman 2006). The combination of relatively short
wavelength, large ground based telescopes and large NIR
cameras will make it possible to map vast areas of inter-
stellar clouds at an unprecedented arc-second resolution,
with an estimated uncertainty in column density below
20% in the range 1 < AV < 20 mag, based on the si-
multaneous use of the J, H and K bands (Juvela et al.
2006). NIR scattering maps may therefore provide evi-
dence of dust segregation by directly imaging the spatial
clustering of dust grains.
Finally, the process of inertial particle clustering has
so far been confirmed with simulations of incompressible
or transonic hydrodynamic turbulence. A similar pro-
cess may occur also in magnetized and highly supersonic
turbulent flows such as those found in molecular clouds,
and future simulations of inertial particles in this regime
of turbulence will be necessary for a direct comparison
with observations of parsec scale regions.
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